
2024.4.4
Week Place Time Level Text equired level

                  ・Objectives
No text People who want to learn hiragana and katakana from now on

・ Classes while using materials created by staff ・・Be able to read simple Japanese.
「Minna no Nihongo Primary I 」 People who understands simple verbs
 Lesson 6~ ・To be able to understand the basics of Japanese.
「Minna no Nihongo Primary I 」 People who understand simple adjectives
 Lesson 11~ ・To be able to understand basic Japanese sentences.

19:00〜 「Minna no Nihongo Primary I 」 People who have learned verb declension
20:30  Lesson 19~  ・A person who understands the dictionary form conversion of verbs.

"Weekly J, book 1  6 weeks of speaking in Japanese" People who can have daily conversations
　 Unit 22～

(Second half) （凡人社）      ・Beginner Conversation 2B (Level 2)  ・Aim to be able to converse using natural Japanese.
19:00〜 Beginner 「Minna no Nihongo Primary Ⅱ」 Those who have studied "Minna no Nihongo Promarrry I"

20:30 (Second half)  ・Lesson 42〜  ・Improve the basics of Japanese and improve daily conversation.
No text People who want to learn hiragana and katakana from now on

・ Classes while using materials created by staff ・・Be able to read simple Japanese.
Beginner's Conversation 「Use "Getting Started Japanese Beginner 1"」 Able to read Hiragana、Katakana

(First half) ・Lesson 1〜  ・Learn simple daily conversation, basic vocabulary, and grammar.
Beginner's Conversation ”Daichi ・初級1” People who can have simple everyday conversations.

(Second half) ・Lesson 23〜 ・Aim to improve the level of basic daily conversation.
Beginner's Conversation ”Daichi ・初級Ⅱ” People who can have daily conversations

(Second half)
・Lesson 14〜 ・Aim to be able to converse using natural Japanese.

19:00〜 Beginner 「Minna no Nihongo Primary Ⅱ」 Those who have studied "Minna no Nihongo Primary I"
20:30 (Second half)  ・Lesson 43〜  ・Aim to further improve Japanese grammar and daily conversation.

Beginner 「Minna no Nihongo Primary I 」 People who want to learn Japanese from now on
(First half) ・HIragana、Katakana、Lesson3〜 ・To be able to understand the basics of Japanese.

Beginner 「Minna no Nihongo Primary I 」 People who understand simple Japanese verbs
（前半）  ・Lesson 18〜 ・Learn the basics of Japanese and connect it to simple conversations.

Beginner 「Minna no Nihongo Primary Ⅱ」 (Continuation of Primary I) Those who have studied "Minna no Nihongo primary Ⅰ"
（後半）  ・Lesson40〜  ・Aim to further improve Japanese grammar and daily conversation.

Intermediate 「Dekil Nihongo  中級」 Those who have already learned beginner Japanese
・Lesson3〜 Aim to improve the level of daily conversation.

9:30〜 Intermediate No text book required. People who can have daily conversations
11:20    

・mterials created by staff  ・Learn about life in Japan through daily conversation.
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